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			Welcome to VcCom Ltd

			VcCom Ltd, founded by Alan MacAree, is a boutique software 
			development firm located in Oxford, UK and Spain, dedicated to 
			delivering top-tier commercial software services.

			Software Development Services

			
			We offer software development services for Microsoft Windows desktop 
			and server environments, covering everything from initial 
			requirements collection, documentation, and design, to the entire 
			development lifecycle, delivery, and support. Throughout this 
			process, we maintain close collaboration with our clients.

			
			We take pride in crafting software that is not only robust and fit 
			for its intended purpose but also easily maintainable, precisely 
			catering to our clients' needs.

			Overview of services 

			Control and real-time data analysis for 
			electronic engineering products and prototypes.

			Customised automated testing for production lines.

			Premium graphical user interfaces.

			Game launchers integrated with platforms like Steam, Epic, 
			Oculus/Meta Quest, and direct licensing and downloads.

			Multi-language API creation to optimise your hardware, empowering 
			your customers to fully utilise your products.

			Real-time multi-threaded and client-server systems.

			Citrix and Terminal Server virtual channel communication solutions.

			Desktop application development.

			System enhancement and maintenance across languages like C++, VC++, 
			C# (WPF), VB, Java, and Glockenspiel C++.

			Identification of USB devices.

			Communication with devices over Ethernet, Serial, and USB.

			We're also equipped to manage and enhance your current software, 
			rectify any existing issues, and transition it to newer operating 
			systems (like Windows 11, 64-bit). This can prolong the usability 
			and lifespan of your internal or product software.

			Sensor Control & Data Acquisition

			We possess a wealth of expertise in developing and maintaining 
			desktop software for a wide range of custom sensors, focusing on 
			sensor control (via USB, Ethernet, RS232, RS422) and real-time, 
			high-speed, high-volume data collection.

			Sensor Data Processing, Display & Storage

			We specialize in real-time processing of sensor data, storing it, 
			and visually presenting it to users through raw values, conversions, 
			graphs, grayscale maps, and real-time overlays on both Western and 
			Chinese mapping systems.

			Game Launchers

			A recent enhancement to our offerings is the creation of top-tier 
			graphical MMO game launchers that seamlessly integrate with 
			platforms like Steam, Epic, Oculus/MetaQuest, and Direct.

			Localisation

			While we don't provide localization services directly, we have 
			significant expertise in designing systems intended for localisation 
			and deployment across numerous countries and regions.

			VcCom API

			Our Citrix and Terminal Server VcCom API provides an easy to use 
			virtual channel between the servers and clients can be found 
			here.

			 

			Please feel free to contact 
			us.

			 

			 

			 

			 

			 

			 

			 

			 

			 

			

		
		
		
			
			

			

			

			

			
			

			

			

			
			Real-time graphical user interfaces. hardware control and high-speed 
			data analysis using C++ and C# (graphs in
			SciChart), and Game Launcher.
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